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Joint Editors
Wonderful Achievement: The 
final result of work over the past 
25 years is Ron Harris’ recently 
finished ‘King’ class locomotive. 
The pictures certainly show the 
loco looking superb and it is 
hoped to run at Beech Hurst 
shortly. An article inside 
describes its construction.



Editors Notes

Well here we are then, now over two-thirds of the way through the season, 
August  is  fast  passing  and  the  summer  weather  seems  to  be  a  distant 
memory!  The  past  few  weeks  have  been  unsettled  to  say  the  least  with 
weather  not  exacting  being  predictable,  although  we  can  count  ourselves 
lucky not to have had one rained off day, despite a few near misses! Hopefully 
by the time you are reading this, the last couple of weeks of our summer are a 
bit more like, well, ‘summer’ before the slide into September and autumn!
Firstly,  our usual  thanks to the contributors to the June edition, who were 
Mike, Ray, Bob Youldon, Enid Marten, ‘Us’ and the ‘Regulars’.
On with this edition and there is quite a selection of contributors, with articles 
on  the  recent  social  events  and  visits,  a  couple  on  recently  completed 
projects, our regulars (including jokes) and a fully updated diary of events – 
something for everyone we hope, so without further ado, please read on and 
enjoy…

Andrew & Mark
Timely Reminder

Health and Safety - Signing in book

Please can all members use the signing in book on each visit to the club. 
These records could be very useful if a calamity occurred between visits
because we could accurately pin point the time the event occurred if it
ever happened. Therefore please use the book even if you are just popping 
in.
Thank you
  John Ely
Change Of Officers

As we always place of a copy of the newly appointed officers of the club in our 
April newsletter we will also print any amendments to those during the year if 
they are prior to the AGM. Therefore as of now the following changes have 
been agreed by committee. 
Fred Bailey has now taken over the position of Boiler Co-ordinator from Vince 
Williams who wishes to step down but remain as a Boiler Inspector.
Also,  Andrew Brock  has  now taken  over  the  position  of  Assistant  Stores 
Person from Vince Williams and will work with Peter Marten who is in charge 
of the stores.
Thanks to Vince for his time in both jobs, particularly for the new filing system 
for all the boiler record cards.

Andrew & Mark
Chairman’s Notes

At this time of the year, the running season always seems to be going too 
fast! So far, I’m pleased to say, it’s been steady and uneventful. Of late, the 
weather has been against us for a few weeks, yet we were lucky to be able to 
operate our “Little & Large” weekend successfully, which I think was much 
enjoyed by all.



With a bit of luck, for us at least, we may escape much of the vandalism that 
plagued  us  last  year.  I  understand  from  the  local  Park  Ranger  that  “the 
problem” may have moved to Burgess Hill and Lindfield this year, although I’m 
sorry for them! We have only been aware of one large gathering of young 
persons in the park and apart from the “empties” after the party, nothing was 
disturbed.
We are also pleased to hear that Beech Hurst Park has now officially been 
awarded “Green Flag” status, which effectively means it has good and well-
looked-after facilities and is a mark of prestige. New boards have gone up 
around the park, and a nice picture of the railway featuring Peter Chapman 
and Josh adorns the corner of the board displaying facilities! I think this award 
can only be good for us in the long term.
Also  of  note  is  a  change  of  “signage”  at  the  front  entrance  to  the  park, 
proclaiming “Beech Hurst  Gardens”  on large boards,  and a change to the 
restaurant that is no longer Brewster’s but now Brewers Fayre. We shall miss 
seeing “that bear” on our trains in the summer!
From the “ops.” dept. a big thank you goes to Bill Thompson for his hard work 
creating a track cleaning vehicle for the club. It has been tested already and 
has proved very successful at removing oil and grease from the surface of the 
rail  without the usual backache from manual scrubbing! Those of you who 
have taken part in one of our big track cleaning sessions will know what a 
boom this is going to be to us.
On the work front, our big task this month is to replace some or all of the very 
uneven crazy-paving at the back of the clubhouse that has served its time, 
but, is now becoming a bit of a hazard. We hope to do the bulk of the work 
later in August and any help will be greatly appreciated.
Finally, it’s very pleasing to see the clubhouse and it’s surroundings looking 
so well kept and tidy, thanks to everyone for their hard work this season, and I 
hope the weather will be kinder to us as we enjoy the busy August school 
holidays!

Mike



THE ‘KING EDWARD II’ - RONS’ STYLE

I was born at an early age when Dad was able to get a penny platform ticket 
and take me on the platform at Paddington Station when as a little lad I was 
lifted up into the cab of the King. I always remember on coming down and 
looking at the large springs on the bogey that must have left a lasting 
impression upon me. 
Many years later, I was passing through a town north of London, after visiting 
a customer; I had a look in a shop for Model Engineers. The result, I came out 
with drawings and castings for wheels and cylinders for what was supposed to 
be a G.W.R. King. This must have been in the mid-seventies. A few days 
later, I was at work one evening after everyone had left and had a crafty look 
round our stores for materials for frames buffer beams, etc., and found most 
of what was required. So, I made a start on the bogey with the big springs that 
I remembered from my ‘nipper hood’.
A few weeks later I had a finished bogey and proudly showed it to SHE WHO 
MUST BE OBEYED, known hereafter as S.W.M.B.O, who said, “if you’ve got 
time to do that, you can get that mower mended, there are wild animals living 
in that long grass”. Shortly after that I dug out the frame steel for loco and 
tender and soon had frames and buffer beams assembled for the front bit and 
the back bit.   
It must have been about this time I found a book in a second-hand shop by 
O.S.Nock that had some good pictures of Kings and some prints of works 
drawings. When I put these together with my nice new expensive drawings I 
decided a lot of things were wrong, not at all King like. 



Cylinders  were  wrong,  wheels  were  wrong,  coupling  rods  were  wrong,  - 
chucked the lot under the bench and forgot it! 
Along comes the B1, they seem to work O.K, - but that’s another story.
Some years later at an M.E. exhibition I saw what looked like a better looking 
King on a suppliers stand and started talking to him and when I left he said 
“give me your address and I’ll send you a set of my drawings for this one”. On 
the way home I thought, that won’t happen but true to his word, later that 
week a parcel arrived.
With sixteen sheets of drawings, a list of castings, a price list and a bill. He at 
least had the correct wheel castings and cylinder castings that I ordered and 
eagerly awaited. When they arrived, I turned and keyed the wheels to their 
axles; the axles were fitted to their boxes and on to the frames. We then had a 
chassis  on wheels.  The smoke box had been started from the first  set  of 
drawings and was an inch too short so that one was scrapped and a new one 
was rolled up and silver soldered along a bottom seam. Work stopped on it 
around this time because a lot of work was going on to build a 5” and 7.1/4” 
track around the garden.
Jim Ewins and I used to visit each other now and then and he had worked on 
a lot of boiler parameters and had come up with several formulae that seemed 
to make a lot of sense so I decided to make a boiler. On comparing the outline 
of the two sets of commercial drawings with those in Mr. Nocks book, they 
were all different so it was off the Oxford Publishing Company to see if I could 
get hold of any Works drawings.
I managed to get a few, with one showing the boiler outline, so armed with 
this information I designed a boiler with a dovetailed bottom seam with a strip 
inside, a double thickness firebox crown, all the stays screwed and nutted on 
the inside with 5/16” x 32 bronze bolts up through the crown, into the hangers, 
screwed them in hot with a smear of liquid Comsul to seal. During one of the 
pickling sessions, I hoisted the warm boiler up on a pulley in the roof of a little 
barn where I did my brazing and hardening, with a nylon cord, but the nylon 
didn’t like the fumes from the acid and melted. The boiler fell into the acid 
drum, making a bit  of  a splash.  Three days later,  me trousers fell  to bits! 
Lesson learnt.
I think it was about this time work on the loco stopped again to spend time on 
passenger cars for the garden railway. When I did get back to it, I decided to 
get on with the tender. The thought that one day we might have a finished 
loco and no tender would be annoying. I decided not to put a hand-pump in. I 
have run the B1 for many years on just two injectors; two plug type ‘pull up’ 
water valves disguised as air-vents were fitted for the injectors at the rear end 
of the tender.   After a lot of bending and riveting, I’ve not counted the rivets 
used but there must be over a thousand. Towards the end of this session I 
had a tender ready for painting, and still being able to spend some playtime 
whilst being in the plate work mode, a start was made on the cab and running 
boards for the loco.   
By  this  time,  S.W.M.B.O had  a  long  list  of  things  that  MUST BE DONE! 
Another interval occurred whilst these were carried out, but I did manage to 
escape to the workshop and make the ten draincocks to the proper G.W. 
piston type. I think it was during this interval that I got hooked on aero-engines 
and built  a V.8. and a 9-cylinder radial,  shortly followed by moving house, 



which meant setting up a new workshop and making space for the King thing 
which was started twenty-five years before.
The cylinders had already been machined and all four had been bolted to the 
frames with the outside rods already made, so now we need valve gear. I dug 
out the old commercial drawings for clues. It was apparent by looking at the 
first set of drawings that there were some serious problems, one being that 
the expansion links were going to hit the bottom of the boiler and the lifting 
links  would not  move far  enough to  allow the thing to  go into  full  gear.  I 
decided then to throw this first set of drawings away, they had by now fallen 
apart anyway, with some parts bleached away by the sun whilst lying on the 
bench. Commercial set of drawings number two were dug out and made a 
start on machining the expansion links. I made two sets without checking first. 
The radius was wrong, probably due to work done from no.1. set of drawings, 
years before. It was then I had a chance meeting with a model engineer who 
had  built  a  King  to  drawings,  set  no.2.  same  as  mine,  and  was  most 
disappointed that it would not run properly. He also said that he had been in 
contact with other people who had had the same trouble, so I said to myself 
O.K. Ron; you’re on your own now, and started reading all the books I could 
find on Walschaerts Valve Gear. Most of them left me mystified (which is quite 
easy) then I found a little book by Don Ashton that I bought at a rummage sale 
some years back. He made it  much easier to understand and learn about 
Harmonic Motions in a simpler way, nicely explained.   Armed with this book 
and my existing centres and cylinder positions, I made a model of the valve 
gear on a board with all the rods and levers to his formula, and hey presto, it 
gave the correct cut-off and valve events. Next job was to make all the gear to 
fit the loco. As I have gunmetal cylinders, I have used 3/16” square graphite 
packing. My B1 does very well this way so why change anything.   My father 
and  I  built  a  2.1/2”  Schools  in  the  early  1940’s  and  I  had  that  on  the 
mantelpiece for over 25 years with graphite piston seals and I decided to give 
it  a steam-up after all  this time and it  performed perfectly.  The piston and 
valve rod glands on the King are P.T.F.E, so we’ll see what sort of life they 
give.
With all the valve gear now finished and assembled, time to have a trial run on 
air. I fixed up the necessary plumbing with a lubricator in line; connected up to 
the compressor, set the regulator at 30p.s.i. and with great trepidation, turned 
on the air. Great joy load, it rolled into life! A bit sticky at first, all very tight, but 
after about fifteen minutes, it  ran very smoothly in full  gear and increasing 
r.p.m.   Time to reduce the pressure right down to 8p.s.i. which gave a nice 
gentle tick over. Hooray, another problem solved. Time to think about some 
painting. I took all the chassis apart to strip the paint off the frames, which I 
had  previously  painted  with  a  one  pack  etching  primer,  bought  on  the 
understanding it would work on steel, later to be told it’s no good on steel, you 
need a two pack primer. I decided to use this on the whole job.   
I took the tender body and boiler cleading plus lots of other parts that needed 
painting to a friend who has a bead blaster that with the pressure turned down 
gives a beautifully fine clean finish for paint. In a shed down the garden I had 
built a spray booth with a turntable that worked well enabling me to spray all 
sides of parts without touching them and spray wet on wet. This cost a fortune 
on electric heating in the shed to keep the temperature up and the humidity 
down.   



The boiler was a little more difficult. It was too big to go into the spray booth 
on the turntable so I hung it from the roof with a ball race (with S.W.M.B.O’s 
assistance) as the thing weighs nearly 80.lbs now, not good to move around 
with  wet  paint.  I  found  it  much  more  difficult  to  get  a  good  finish  on  a 
cylindrical job than a flat one. It had about nine coats, rubbed down between 
each coat, before getting a decent finish. Now, with most of the bits painted, 
time to work out a system of levers and rods to work the ten draincocks, as 
space between the frames is at a premium, so to get a control back to the 
cab, I decided to use the Bowden principle with 1/8” brass tube with a piano 
wire rod down it. It seems to work well, good old L.B.S.C.
S.W.M.B.O is being marvellous and encouraging me to get on with it  with 
coffee at eleven, lunch at one and tea at four. As it’s getting near Christmas 
2004 now, tea comes with a mince pie, not bad eh!   
We’re really motoring now, nine hours a day, seven days a week. Wonder 
how long an old guy can keep this up (don’t think about it). Press on.
Lubrication. It’s so nice to have a big tank with no worry about running out 
during a three hour run at Beech Hurst. Can’t put it between the frames at the 
front, cylinders are in the way. Won’t go behind the cylinders, the valve gear’s 
in the way, must go well behind the front drivers to clear the inside conrods 
and cranks, and very little room to get to it under the boiler, but with an oil can 
and a bent spout, I think it will work. Jim Ewins had some success with oil 
pumps using an 1/8” bore ‘O’ ring separated by a 3/64” spacer for as the ram 
descends, some of the oil  taken in during the suction stroke is discharged 
along with any entrapped air. The cylinder is not sealed until the ram reaches 
the first ‘O’ ring. Between this position and the extreme end of the downward 
stroke, oil is discharged through the ball valve and the precise quantity is that 
contained between the two ‘O’ rings. My oil tank has three sections; the two 
outside ones supply the outside cylinders, one centre compartment for the two 
inside cylinders. The centre one is twice the capacity and the pump delivers 
twice  the  volume to  feed the  two cylinders.  On test,  the  largest  pressure 
gauge I have goes up to 300p.s.i and all three pumps quickly pushed it up to 
its maximum reading. It seemed a nice idea to put vacuum brakes on the loco; 
(just for fun) I have a vacuum ejector on the B1 copied from an article by Brian 
Hughes in the M.E. Summer 1990. It works very well, and with 90p.s.i .on the 
clock pulls a 19 inch vacuum. I have used almost the same system again, 
only this time with a 2.3/4” diameter cylinder that is fairly close to scale and a 
rolling ‘O’ ring. The ‘O’ ring rolls up and down in a 7/16” wide slot in the piston 
with about a .004” nip all round. Seems to work on air, but not yet vacuum 
tested.   
Beginning to see some of the last jobs now, after thirty years! Boiler fittings 
and plumbing, now Roy Amsbury who I met a number of times, made some 
beautiful  boiler  fittings  and did  some articles  in  the M.E Winter  1973.  On 
looking at these, I decided I definitely wanted a three-cock water gauge, with 
linked cocks and sat down to draw all the bits up and made one slightly more 
beefy than Roy’s (didn’t use his 16 BA threads, thought it was a bit small for 
the sort of running we wanted to do). Most of the other valves look fairly Great 
Western, but a little heavier than Roy’s. After fitting floorboards in oak that 
was prepared 25 years ago, at least the thing looks finished June 2005.



I need to give thanks to S.W.M.B.O for being so supportive, keeping me fed 
and watered throughout,  holding chunks of  boiler  and other  bits  while  the 
riveting went on, looking for tiny bits dropped through the duckboards, and 
other unmentionable things! I couldn’t have done it without her.   
My friend John Green, a Beech Hurst member too, gave me untold assistance 
in building the garden railway and running it,  giving me encouragement in 
building  the  King  and  applying  the  transfers,  and  heaving  it  about  when 
needed. Mates are great, aren’t they?  

Ron Harris
Track Cleaning Machine

As the task of keeping our track clean is a laborious, time consuming job, 
Mike Porter asked me if I could help out. Mike donated a pair of bogies to start 
me off  and I  was on my way.  I  had had some experience in the type of 
machine that was needed. I had a chat with some of my friends who could 
help, it had to be as cheap as possible.

The  stainless  steel  tank  was  constructed 
from 2 buckets and a few odd scraps from 
around the workshop. The box chassis was 
once part of a veranda. And then a wheel 
chair ramp, for a chap who broke both his 
legs in a motorcycling accident, not needed 
now  as  he  is  walking  again,  thank 
goodness! Perhaps it is now on it’s last job. 
The motors are reclaimed from Rover100 
tailgate screen wipers. The motors are set 

to contra-rotate, and wipe the oil away from the track. Being negative frame 
had be well insulated from the chassis etc: so are set in plastic sheet frames, 
another piece of material found around the workshop, and made adjustable to 
all relevant angles to the track.
The scrubber pads are from an industrial floor polishing machine, clamped in 
place by a turned up acetyl fitting on the bottom of the motor shafts, acetyl 
being used to insulate and protect the track, should it ever be miss aligned.
The battery donated by Ian, sits on a plate that will take 2 types of 12-volt 
batteries: the clamp for these is universal. The terminal clamps are universal 
to post or flat bar, fused in the positive box.
There are 2 fixed dribble tubes on the leading bogie, and 2 adjustable on the 
scrubber pads to give lubrication and max cleaning ability. Hoses, tube and 
fittings donated by friends, thanks to them, where possible, stainless steel has 
been used to cut down on erosion. The paint was dug from old tins found on 
workshop shelf.
The splashguards are a Must or the clothes cleaning bill will be astronomical. I 
have not seen the machine on a complete test yet. I do understand our 08 will 
push it around the track almost unattended so it must save something.
I hope this gives you all machine on a complete test yet. I do understand our 
08 will push it around the track almost unattended so it must save something.
I hope this gives you all happy traction!
(See Picture Above: The new track machine that is now ready for action)

Bill T



Jokes

Like Mother Like Son

1955:

Dear Mummy,
I hate this boarding school. Food awful, prefects bully me. 

Please take me home.

Love David.

1997:

Dear David,
I hate this Home. Food awful, nurses treat me like a child. Fetch 

me immediately.

Mother…

Dear Mother,
Nonsense! Chin Up.

David.
Ray

This is so true...

YOU KNOW YOU ARE LIVING IN 2005 WHEN...

1. You accidentally enter your password on the microwave.

2. You haven't played solitaire with real cards in years.

3. You have a list of 15 phone numbers to reach your family of 3.

4. You e-mail the person who works at the desk next to you.

5. Your reason for not staying in touch with friends and family is that they don't 
have e-mail addresses.

6. You go home after a long day at work; you still answer the phone in a 
business manner.

7. You make phone calls from home, you accidentally dial "9" to get an 
outside line.

8. You've sat at the same desk for four years and worked for three different 
companies.

10. You learn about your redundancy on the 10 o'clock news.



11. Your boss doesn't have the ability to do your job.

12. You pull up in your own driveway and use your cell phone to see if anyone 
is home to help you carry in the groceries.

13. Every commercial on television has a web site at the bottom of the screen.

14. Leaving the house without your cell phone, which you didn't have the first 
20 or 30 (or 60) years of your life, is now a cause for panic and you turn 
around to go and get it.

15. You get up in the morning and go on-line before getting your coffee.

16. You start tilting your head sideways to smile. :)

17. You're reading this and nodding and laughing.

18. Even worse, you know exactly to whom you are going to forward this 
message.

19. You are too busy to notice there wasn’t a 9 on this list.

20. You actually scrolled back up to check that there wasn't a 9 on this list.

AND NOW U R LAUGHING at yourself. Go on, forward this to 
your friends...you know you want to!

Bob Youldon
Social Scene – Recent Events

Over the last couple of months we have had a couple of social events and a 
special weekend. 
On the 12th June we had our initial invite to the Manor Railway at Ingfield 
Manor School near Billingshurst. It is 10 ¼” layout that stretches from the front 
of  the main building through two stations, the second of which is also the 
location of the engine and carriage shed and then up a 1 in 30ish gradient to 
the top station by the main driveway. In all it must be around ½ mile in length, 
single  track  (aluminium)  throughout,  except  at  the  stations  that  all  have 
passing  places.  At  each end engines  are  required  to  run  round the  train 
before making a return trip. This particular evening was at the end of their 
summer fete day and we made a quick trip after running at the club. It was a 
quite superb evening weather wise and with an engine still in steam we had 
several trips from the second station up the 1 in 30 gradient to the top station. 
The first  trip,  with about 8 people on board was quite ok, with the engine 
based  on  4-4-0  Midland  Compound  coping  quite  well  with  its  load.  The 
second trip however it did slip to a near stand at the top of the gradient, it is 
supposedly  a  bit  steeper  here  at  about  1  in  28ish,  I  am  not  in  anyway 
apportioning blame here, but Stephen was present on this trip and that may 
have just tipped the scales a bit!! 



After this trip the engine and coaches were retired to the shed and we were 
invited to join in the BBQ that had been going during the day. It was a very 
nice evening, thanks to our hosts for their hospitality and for keeping the train 
running a bit longer so we could have ride.
The  following  Saturday  evening  was  our  mid-summer  BBQ  evening  that 
passed off very well. About a dozen or so were in attendance and with a fine 
and warm evening it was very pleasant. ‘Wharfedale’, John West’s ‘City’ and 
the ‘Growler’ were all running, so there was plenty of motive power to chose 
from and with some freshly acquired Russian coal, plenty of smoke in the long 
tunnel on a couple of occasions!! We finally cleared away sometime around 
2300 after a very enjoyable evening and perfect summer weather that for our 
BBQ evening can be quite rare!
Our 12th June visit to the Manor Railway was followed up by another official 
invite on 10th July. Again it  was an evening visit  and with fine weather yet 
again, about a dozen or so of us made the trip. This time two engines double 

headed a four car train, capable of hauling 
about 20 people. The two engines were the 
4-4-0 Midland Compound outline and a 4-
4-4 modified ‘Atlantic’ locomotive that was 
built  circa.  1900,  with  a  fully  riveted  and 
soft  soldered  boiler  that  was  quite 
interesting and had evidently survived the 
test of time! In between talking to the locals 
and having a look around the engine and 
carriage sheds we had rides on the train 
that  made  several  round  trips  from  the 
bottom station to the top encompassing the 
entire length of the line. It was again a very 
nice evening,  thanks to  our  hosts  for  the 
splendid hospitality and also to John Ely for 
going  to  a  lot  of  effort  in  organising  two 
evenings and getting people together to go 
having run at  the club on both days. Our 
second special weekend of the season has 
also  just  passed  us  by,  with  a  ‘Little  & 
Large’ weekend that was organised for 23rd 

and  24th July.  The  Saturday  was 
designated  ‘Little’  day  and  featured  as 
many  smaller  and  less  used  engines  as 
had  available.  The  weather  although 
forecast  to be getting wet,  was quite dry, 
sunny  and  mild  that  made  for  a  very 
pleasant  afternoons running and kept  the 
station master busy with a steady flow of 
passengers from start to finish. A role call 
of all the runners appears below.

The Sunday was then designated our ‘Large’ day, when larger engines, all in 
BR livery in fact, would run from 1400-1630, with a ‘Large’ train at 1630 triple 
headed and banked by the fourth engine comprising of about 17 trucks and 
hopefully capable of carrying about 70 passengers and crew! 



The day dawned rather wet and did not look very promising for the afternoon, 
but as the weather has done so several times over the past few weeks, it 
cleared at about 1300 and although it was still cloudy and breezy it stayed dry 
throughout the afternoon and after a slow start we were quite busy until 1600 
when preparations were made for the ‘big train’. As we have found in the past, 
this lull in trains for 20 minutes or so is enough to generate a queue at the 
station, whilst we are sorting out engines and trucks into the right sequence. 
With everybody ready the ‘big’ train was duly ready a couple of minutes after 
1630, loaded with 66 passengers and crew. It was very heavy; we estimated it 
to be around 65c.w.t. afterwards, so around 3 tons and even with 4 engines 
they were working very hard, particularly from a standing start at the station. 
The second train was marginally lighter at 62 passengers and crew, but was 
nonetheless just as challenging and presented a fine sight as it went around 
the track. We were lucky that a gentleman who was in the park during the 
afternoon took some photos for  us,  as it  was a case of  ‘all  hands to the 
pumps’  with  those  kinds  of  loads.  It  was  the  ideal  finale  to  a  very  nice 
weekend and one that is enjoyed by members and public alike and also has 
the bonus of good local publicity. Thanks from the Op’s managers to all those 
involved in the preparation and execution of the two days, as it shows that you 
do need a lot of people who are committed to do these special days.
(See Pictures Above: From both the ‘little’ (top two) & ‘large’ (bottom) days.

Andrew
Roll Call for Little & Large Days

Little Day: Large Day:

Driver Loco Driver Loco

John Ely ‘FLB’ James Clarke ‘Royal Scot’
James Clarke ‘Tich’ Stephen Hutton ‘Wharfedale’
John Midderigh ‘V3’ Dave Keast ‘L1’
Ray Parsons ‘Planet X’ Paul Tomlinson ‘Britannia’
Mike Porter ‘Hardwicke’
Ian Thompson ‘Class 08’
Vince Williams ‘Juliet’



Diary Of Events

27th August 2005 – ‘Bring Your Own’ BBQ evening – Will start from approx 
1830.

1st September 2005 – Club Night – Will start at approx 1900.

3rd or 4th September 2005 – Special Running Days(s)/Weekend – details TBC.

6th October 2005 – Club Night – Will start at approx 1900.

9th October 2005 – Invitation to Malden club at Surbiton – details TBC.

3rd November 2005 – Club Night – Will start at approx 1900.

Oct/Nov 2005 – Bonfire Night – No date/time yet to be set – details TBC 
ASAP.

N.B. Other events are not always shown in the diary of events because they 
have been arranged at short notice; check black/notice board at the 
clubhouse for more details.

Andrew & Mark
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